1. **CALL TO ORDER – PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE**

2. **ROLL CALL AND SELF INTRODUCTIONS**

3. **CITIZENS TO BE HEARD – FOR ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA**

4. **DISCUSSION ITEMS:**
   1) **INTRODUCTION OF POSSIBLE BY LAW REVISION**
      a) QUARTERLY MEETING SCHEDULE
      b) EXTENDING THE ROLE TO ADDRESS ADDING BICYCLE MORE FORMALLY
   2) **OLD PINOLE VALLEY ROAD – SPEED OF TRAVEL NAVIGATING THE CURVE**
   3) **PINOLE VALLEY ROAD AT HENRY – LINE JUMPING AT THE TURN ONLY LANE**

5. **COMMITTEE MEMBER REPORTS - VERBAL**

6. **CITY ENGINEER REPORT – VERBAL**

7. **ADJOURN TO NEXT MEETING - RECOMMENDED TO BE JUNE 19, 2019**
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